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Candidate
Preferred Official Language
Candidate's preferred official language
The candidate's title
Posthumous Nomination
Is this a posthumous nomination?
Please indicate candidate's next of kinas well as their relationship to the candidate.
Veuillez préciser le nom du plus procheparent du (de la) candidat(e)et leur lien parental avec le (la) candidat(e).
Home Address
Business Address
Date of Birth
Citizenship
The candidate's citizenship
If the candidate has dual citizenship, please indicate citizenship with which country 
other than Canada.
Date Naturalized (if applicable)
Please indicate if the candidate holds any citizenship other than Canadian:
Three persons who could support this nomination
To assist us in completing the nominee's file as rapidly as possible, you may wish to provide the names of two or three persons with whom we could write in confidence. These persons could be in organizations in which the nominee is or has been an active member, or anyone else familiar with the nominee's achievements. 
Reference 1
Preferred Official Language
First reference's preferred official language
First reference's title
Reference 2
Preferred Official Language
Second reference's preferred official language
Second reference's title
Reference 3
Preferred Official Language
Third reference's preferred official language
Third reference's title
Nominator
Preferred Official Language
Nominator's preferred official language
Nominator's title
Outline the reasons for the nomination:
Please provide details of the candidate’s recent and specific deed or activity. In particular, you could describe how the deed or activity is unique and/or innovative; how  the candidate set an example for others to follow; how the accomplishment brought benefit or honour to Canada; and any obstacles that had to be overcome in order to ensure the activity’s success. Describe the scope and impact of the candidate’s work, deed or activity at the local, national, or international levels and how has the accomplishment improved the quality of life in the community.  Please include the date that the deed or activity was started or performed, when it was completed, and if it is still ongoing.  Please note that the Meritorious Service Decorations are not awarded for a lifetime of achievements, but rather, to recognize a specific and recent accomplishment. Therefore, please keep the summary focused on the candidate’s deed or activity accomplished over a limited period of time.
Please return the completed form by mail* to:
 
GOVERNOR GENERAL OF CANADA
The Chancellery of Honours
RIDEAU HALL, 1 Sussex Drive, Ottawa, Ontario
K1A 0A1
 
For more information,Please call: 1-800-465-6890Or email: info@gg.ca
 
* Postage paid if mailed in Canada. No stamp required. 
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